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an iconic timepiece encapsulating the Baume & mercier 
know-how, this promesse set with 61 diamonds on a steel 
34 mm-diameter case vividly expresses its expertise in the 
realm of jewelry timepieces. its intensely feminine natural 
white mother-of-pearl bezel emphasizes its oval design 
and enhances the tone of the silver-colored dial with its 
“drapé guilloché” decor, illuminated by the presence of 
roman numerals and diamond-set indexes. available on a 
polished stainless steel bracelet, this promesse plays on its 
pristine purity to recall the most precious commitments in 

a woman's life.

rotonde de cartier 42 mm watch, damascened 
panther motif. mechanical movement with manual 
winding, calibre 9601 mc. limited edition of 50 
individually numbered timepieces.

42 mm case in 18-carat pink gold
Beaded crown set with a sapphire cabochon
Apple-shaped hands in gilded steel
Dial 18-carat white gold, damascened 22-carat 
yellow, pink and white gold, panther motif, lacquer 
spots and nose, onyx
Brown alligator skin strap
Folding buckle in 18-carat pink gold
Case thickness: 11.16 mm
Water-resistant to 3 bar (~30 metres)

in addition to its multiple motivations for pursuing its 
victorious vanguard charges into the skeletonwork 
kingdom, manufacture roger dubuis finds in these 
impressive feats of miniaturisation – much like its 
ground-breaking micro-rotor also featured in this model 
– a perfect opportunity to reveal the prestigious finishes 
that earn it 100% poinçon de Genève certification. all 
faces of the 167 parts composing the new in-house 
rd820SQ automatic skeleton calibre are individually 
finished. despite the constraints naturally entailed by the 
automatic movement, the excalibur automatic Skeleton 
maintains its architectural and powerful design.

The 42 mm pink gold case and bezel frame a spectacular 
3d effect created by raising the famous skeleton ‘star 
shape’ and playing with the height of the openworked 
micro-rotor. The latter embodies a classic paradox of the 
kind that roger dubuis loves to explore, since the weight 
of a micro-rotor is generally considered a positive aspect 
and skeletonising it would thus appear counter-intuitive 
in technical terms. This element alone thereby serves as 
a powerful token of the degree of maturity achieved by 
roger dubuis, acknowledging no limits and unafraid of 
apparent ‘heresies’. in 2005, it did away with the central 
rotor while achieving equivalent winding power; and 
ten years later, in 2015, it rolls out the first skeletonised 
automatic roger dubuis movement with micro-rotor.
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in tribute to its 260 years of continuous activity, Vacheron 
constantin unveils the seven first models of a new collection 
christened harmony. issued in limited editions, these 
watches feature a cushion shape and a design inspired by a 
chronograph introduced in 1928. embodying contemporary 
reinterpretations of time measurement, five calibers bearing 
the prestigious hallmark of Geneva join forces with the art of 
shapes in creating remarkable sculptures.

Harmony dual time small model

caliber 2460dT developed and crafted by Vacheron 
constantin
mechanical self-winding
233 parts
decorated oscillating weight
2nd time zone
18K white gold case, bezel set with 88 diamonds
limited edition of 500 watches
“260th anniversary” inscription engraved on the back

vacheron constantIn
harmony collectIon
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on the occasion of the 25th Salon international de la haute 
horlogerie, piaget presents a new ultra-thin hand-wound 
chronograph in its iconic altiplano collection. for the first 
time, this line with its pure, contemporary attributes is hosting 
a major horological complication. The piaget altiplano 
chronograph model sets a new record in the ultra-thin field 
– a demanding art in which the maison has consistently 
excelled since 1957. with its 4.65 mm movement and its 8.24 
mm case, this newcomer to the altiplano range will set a new 
crowning touch to the already impressive array of piaget 

timepieces distinguished by legendary slenderness.  

PIaget altIPlano 
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